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Community Traffic Safety Team
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Federal Transit Administration
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Metropolitan Planning Organization
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Regional Strategic Highway Safety Plan
Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy
for Users
State Road
Safe Routes to Public Places Program
Surface Transportation Block Grant Program
Technical Advisory Committee
Transportation Alternatives Program
To Be Determined
Travel Demand Management
Transportation Equity Act for the 21 st Century
Transportation Improvement Program
Traffic Management Center
Transportation System Management
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UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM
METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANZIATION
RECORD OF CHANGES
TABLE 1: Record of Changes
Number

Resolution
Number

Approval
Date

Description Change

1

03/04/21

UPWP Summary of Funding Sources table updated, and
Organizational Chart amended by staff.

2

4/26/21

UPWP document amended by staff as per FHWA required
revisions

3

05/12/21

The MPO Technical Advisory Committee will review and
may approve the FY 2021 - 2021 Unified Planning Work
Program, pending Public Comments.

05/26/21

The MPO Transportation Policy Committee reviewed and
approved the 2020 UPWP, pending Public Comments.

05/28/21 –
06/14/21

Public Comment period. UPWP document available for
public view and comment online at www.RAPC.info. No
public comments were received.

06/15/21

UPWP FY 2020 – 2021 officially adopted with the TPC
Chair signing the Resolution
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6
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INTRODUCTION
The Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) is a contractual document that describes the coordinated
transportation-planning program to be undertaken within the Alexandria/Pineville Urbanized Area. These
planning activities are the joint responsibility of the Louisiana Department of Transportation and
Development and the Alexandria/Pineville Urbanized Area Metropolitan Planning Organization (RAPC).
Under Federal planning guidelines the MPO is required to submit a work program that highlights
transportation planning projects into broadly categorized planning activities and explains the funding for
each activity for a fiscal year. This is done through the UPWP. The funding is provided through the State
of Louisiana (LaDOTD) from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the Federal Transit
Administration (FTA). FHWA funds are provided at an 80/20 match ratio, with 80% of the total funds
provided by Federal funds and 20% provided by Local. The FTA funds are provided at an 80/20 ratio with
80% being Federal and 20% being Local.
The financial support for these planning activities is provided by the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA), the Federal Transit Administration (FTA), the Louisiana Department of Transportation and
Development (LaDOTD), and local member governments of the Rapides Area Planning Commission
(RAPC). The development and implementation of the Unified Planning Work Program is required under
federal law (23 CFR 450.334 (a)) and 23 CFR 450.308 (c) for urbanized areas with populations greater than
50,000.
Administration
The MPO staff aid in the administration of FHWA and FTA funded activities included in the TIP, MTP,
UPWP, and HSCP in order to provide smooth and efficient management of the transportation planning
process. This is accomplished by involving the public, local governments, and all transportation and air
quality planning and implementation agencies in a coordinated, comprehensive, and continuing effort to
provide the best possible transportation plan from the Alexandria/Pineville area.
MPO staff will continue to closely monitor legislative activities. The federal transportation act (FAST Act)
was passed in December, 2015 and guidelines identified in the act will continue to be implemented.
The Alexandria/Pineville Urbanized Area MPO will continue to promote regional coordination by
participating in local, regional and state organizations. These include the Kisatchie-Delta Regional Planning
and Development Commission, Louisiana Planning Council, Louisiana Department of Transportation and
Development, Federal Highways Administration, Federal Transit Administration, and other agencies that
discuss transportation issues.
Data
The majority of the data used by the MPO in the planning process comes from information collected by
RAPC and a consultant during the development of the MTP. LADOTD traffic counts, Rapides Parish
traffic counts, and various information from the US Census, FHWA, FTA, the Louisiana Highway Safety
Commission (among other agencies) are also used. RAPC anticipates obtaining traffic counting hardware
and software in the near future to gather more specific counts as needed.
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Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
The Transportation Improvement Program is redeveloped every four years with a five-year planning
horizon and is updated annually. This year’s plan will continue the previous year’s method for utilizing
STP funds. The new TIP will focus on smaller, more easily managed projects; most of which will not
require right-of-way acquisition or utility relocation. The MPO Policy Committee has committed to
concentrate on overlay projects, safety projects, and some interchange projects. The TIP will still be
equipped to handle large influxes of funds, such as 2009’s ARRA allocation, in which nearly $9.6 million
was allocated to Susek Drive in the City of Pineville. Additionally, RAPC will adhere to new LADOTD
guidelines for TIP formatting issued on January 31, 2019.
Long-Range Transportation Plan (LRTP)
The Long-Range Transportation Plan, sometimes referred to as the Metropolitan Area Transportation Plan
or simply the Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) was completed in August 2016 by the MPO staff
with model development/refinement help from chosen consultant Neel-Schaffer, Inc.
The
Alexandria/Pineville Metropolitan Transportation Plan 2040 was officially approved and adopted by the
MPO Policy Committee on August 17, 2016. As part of the plan, MPO staff have been given the
Transportation Model and have been trained to manipulate it for testing future projects. Also, the Central
Louisiana Regional Infrastructure Beltway Commission will use the MTP 2040 and the Model in the
development of its plan. RAPC will embark on the update to the MTP 2040 in FY 2020 ensuring adherence
to latest federal legislations and planning factors. The MTP document outlines the planning priorities for
all MPO related activities especially the development and prioritization of TIP projects. The adopted MTP
envisions the following planning priorities: a) Providing multi-modal options; b) Improve regional/subregional/local accessibility; c) Maintain transportation efficiency; d) Enhance safe, secure , resilient
transportation system; e) Focus on enhancing public health and tourism; f) Maintain transportation system
equity; and g) Minimize environmental impacts of transportation system.
Special Project Planning
Beginning in FY 2007, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) under the Safe, Accountable, Flexible,
Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFTEA-LU) requires that projects selected
under the New Freedom (5317), Elderly Individuals and Individuals with Disabilities (5310), and Job
Access Reverse Commute (JARC) (5316) programs be “derived from a locally developed, coordinated
public transit-human services transportation plan.” In addition, FTA regulations on the Rural
Transportation Program (5311) require that these projects also be selected from a coordinated plan.
According to these new regulations, the coordinated plan should be “developed through a process that
includes representatives of public, private, and nonprofit transportation and human services providers and
participation by the public.” Due to on-going challenges, such as significant storm events, efforts will also
focus on improving resilience and maintenance of our transportation network.
To fulfill this requirement, RAPC distributed surveys to transit providers in the region and held multiple
public meetings, to solicit the public for evaluations of the local human services transit service. The service
providers were also invited to attend to provide their input. In addition, the providers were asked to offer
an assessment of their current services and procedures for providing service. The information was
condensed into this plan.
At the initial meeting the following were approved by the participants:
• A Set of Goals, Objectives and Constraints to circulate for comment at a second meeting
to which the public would be invited;
• A Timeline for the future years’ planning processes;
• Persons responsible for the activities listed in the timeline;
5

•
•

Agreement that RAPC will continue to lead the planning process; and
The formation of quarterly steering committee meetings for the continuation of this
planning process.

The plan is broken down into three phases:
I.
Data Collection-finding out who provides what services to whom and where.
II.
GIS Integration-mapping providers, routes, and relevant demographic data.
III.
Developing Solutions-using the GIS, determine overlaps and gaps in service and
form cooperative solutions.
We are currently still in the data collection phase and anticipate adding personnel such as interns to help
the process progress more rapidly. Also, we have started some of Phase II, GIS Integration.
In 2011, RAPC, in coordination with the public and local service providers, developed the HSCP. Most
recently, RAPC updated the HSCP in 2015 and the latest update was in 2018. The MPO will continue to
hold quarterly meetings with the HSCP committee to facilitate a coordinated effort between the service
providers. The next update is scheduled for FY 2020-2021.
In 2016, RAPC developed the Ozone Advance Program (OAP) and submitted to EPA Region VI. The
document outlines the objectives of ensuring continued attainment of the ozone standard for the
Alexandria/Pineville urbanized area and efficiently allocates resources to quickly mitigate ozone generating
local emitters. Further, the document outlines relevant reduction strategies to curb ozone emissions. RAPC
aims to update the OAP in FY 2020.
Central Louisiana Regional Infrastructure Beltway Commission
The Central Louisiana Regional Infrastructure Beltway Commission was created by law in 2009
specifically “for the purpose of establishing and constructing a transportation and utility corridor for the
growth of the residential, commercial, and industrial developments serving the urban and rural areas of
Rapides and south Grant parishes.” (ACT 518 out of the 2009 Louisiana legislature’s regular session). The
Beltway Project has been pushed up to a priority-A on DOTD’s Mega Project List. Starting January 2014,
the MPO began general feasibility studies on the southern half (from Hwy 28W to Hwy 28E) of the beltway
and continue over the next few years, using RAPC’s STP<200K urbanized attributable funds and nonfederal match to be provided by RAPC. Upon completion of all previous tasks, the MPO Policy Committee
and Beltway Commission reviewed the full report for a determination to continue or terminate the study.
The Beltway Commission reviewed the report June 25, 2020 and determined to continue the study and
directed staff to proceed with developing an application for Phase II.
Public Involvement
Legislation such as the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991, the Clean Air Act
Amendments of 1990, the Americans with Disabilities Act, Transportation Equity Act for the 21 Century
(TEA 21), the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users
(SAFETEA-LU) of 2005, MAP-21 and the more recent FAST Act, has not only placed new demands on
local governments, but has also given them new vehicles for development. One vehicle is an enhanced
community involvement role in the planning process. The nation’s Metropolitan Planning Organizations
(MPO) has been charged with enriching the transportation planning process with greater public awareness
and involvement. The Rapides Area Planning Commission is the designated MPO for the
Alexandria/Pineville Urbanized Area.
Because regional planning is enhanced by increased public involvement, a strong communication channel
is necessary between the public and the decision-makers. The Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency
6

Act of 1991 (ISTEA), ), the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy
for Users (SAFETEA-LU) of 2005, MAP-21 and the more recent FAST Act, underlines the need for an
increase in the public’s ability to affect what decisions are being made in their community. The U.S.
Congress reaffirmed that assertion in the TEA 21 legislation it adopted in 1998. By increasing the dialogue
between the decision-makers and the public, better plans, which include the citizens as stakeholders, will
be produced. The Alexandria/Pineville Metropolitan Planning Organization looks to enhance the public’s
role as partners in transportation planning. Early knowledge about transportation changes is a goal of the
MPO.
The Public Participation Plan of the Alexandria/Pineville Metropolitan Planning Organization has been
developed for the transportation planning activities for our Urbanized Area. The program provides
opportunities for citizens to contribute ideas and voice opinions, early and often, during preparation of draft
plans and programs. Even outside the scope of the PPP, the Alexandria/Pineville MPO does allow for
Community Dialogue, Public Meetings, as well as Review and Comment.
I.

Community Dialogue
A. Every opportunity will be taken to distribute information to the public. Plans and information
will be distributed to the media and local interest groups via fact sheets, brochures, website
(www.rapc.info), etc. Notices for upcoming meetings and public involvement activities will be
published in the Alexandria Daily Town Talk. The Metropolitan Planning staff does and will continue
maintain a list of interested parties who wish to be notified of any upcoming events or actions
regarding the transportation planning process.
B. Presentations to neighborhood groups, civic organizations, governmental meetings, and other
special interest groups will be made on an as requested basis to discuss transportation activities within
the Urbanized Area. Interested organizations should contact the Rapides Area Planning Commission
and allow ample time for the staff to make arrangements to attend.
C. Information will be provided to the public through technical assistance and access to publications.
Official copies of the Public Participation Plan (PPP), Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP),
Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) and the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) will be
kept in the city halls and police jury offices of member governments and at www.rapc.info for easy
public access and information.

II. Public Meetings
A. At least one public involvement meeting will be held during development of the “Draft” of the
Alexandria/Pineville Metropolitan Transportation Plan, the Transportation Improvement
Program, the Public Participation Plan, or the Unified Planning Work Program. If significant
changes occur to the drafts during the public review and comment period, another public meeting
will be held before the drafts can be adopted.
B. Major amendments to the aforementioned plans shall require a public meeting, a public review
period and comment period. Major amendments shall include any addition or deletion of projects
deemed to be regionally significant with the following exceptions:
• Minor revisions to document text or project descriptions;
• Revisions to project timing within the MTP or TIP time frame; or
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To allow more discretionary decision making, those projects or project groupings that are
specifically exempted from the public participation process such as projects defined as
“Administration Change Processes”.
• Meeting notices published to www.rapc.info
•

C. All persons or organizations maintained on the interested parties list will be notified of public
meetings. Also, every effort will be made to ensure that stakeholders in the transportation
planning process are invited to participate. These stakeholders will include, but not be limited to;
persons or organizations involved in traffic operations, transportation safety and enforcement,
airports and port authorities, and appropriate private transportation providers.
The Transportation Policy Committee may approve by letter of notification unanimously. These
projects would include but not be limited to right-of-way acquisitions, relocation of utilities,
acquisition of permits, costs, funding availability, etc.
Every effort will be made to accommodate traditionally under-served audiences including low
income and minority households and persons with disabilities. All public meetings, public hearings
and open houses will be held at wheelchair transit accessible locations. Persons with disabilities who
have special communication or accommodation needs and who plan to attend the meetings may
contact the Rapides Area Planning Commission. Requests for special needs are to be emailed to
kathy@rapc.info or mailed in writing and received at least two working days prior to the meeting.
The address is:
Rapides Area Planning Commission (RAPC)
803 Johnston St., Alexandria, LA 71301
Attn: Transportation Director
Every reasonable effort will be made to accommodate these needs. For further information please
call our office at (318) 487-5401.
III. Review and Comment
A. Prior to adoption of the Metropolitan Transportation Plan, Transportation Improvement
Program, Public Participation Plan, or the Unified Planning Work Program; or major amendments
to any of these documents will require the public be given adequate review time. A notice will be
published in the Alexandria Daily Town Talk at least two weeks prior to any public participation
meeting and notices will be sent to all interested parties. Copies of the draft documents or proposed
amendments will be available for public review on the RAPC website, at the RAPC office, and at
the Rapides Parish Public Library System (six), Pineville City Hall, and the City of Alexandria
Engineering Office.
B. A comment and response summary will be included within the Metropolitan Transportation
Plan, Transportation Improvement Program, Public Participation Plan, or the Unified Planning
Work Program.
C. The Public Participation Plan (PPP) will be developed and continually reviewed by the Rapides
Area Planning Commission for effectiveness. Any changes to this PPP document will require a 45day public comment period.
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Systems Planning

Compliance and Planning Factors

In 2015, the federal government enacted the highway bill, FAST Act (Fixing America’s Surface
Transportation Act). The planning factors concept from MAP-21 is carried forward in FAST act and is
addressed throughout this UPWP in various tasks. Additionally, two new planning factors were included:
a) system resiliency and reliability; and b) reduce or mitigate storm-water impacts on surface transportation.
The MPO will continue to implement the planning factors of FAST Act and to be in compliance with all
FAST Act requirements. The MPO will work cooperatively with FHWA, FTA and the DOTD to ensure all
requirements of FAST Act are being implemented and followed. As a whole, the FY 2019-2020 UPWP
addresses all FAST Act factors; however, each task varies in the number of factors it addresses. Table 5
reflects the relationship between the tasks and the planning factors that are addressed.
FACTORS CONSIDERED IN THE PLANNING PROCESS
Under the ISTEA, TEA-21, SAFETEA-LU, MAP-21 and FAST Act legislation, the MPO has the continued
responsibility of preparing and maintaining the long-range Metropolitan Transportation Plan, the
Transportation Improvement Program, and the Unified Planning Work Program. This year’s work program
represents a continuation of the strategic planning process following last year’s work program. The focus
continues to be on maintaining, improving, and utilizing the information resources collected by the MPO
in the day-to-day transportation decision-making process. This MPO shall annually certify to the FHWA
and the FTA that the planning process is addressing the major issues facing the area and being conducted
in accordance with applicable requirements described in 23 CFR 450.308 and 23 CFR 450 Part 334 (a). In
addition, the Unified Planning Work Program will address the ten planning factors identified in the FAST
Act that must be considered by MPO’s in developing transportation plans and programs. These factors are
outlined in Table 2.

TABLE 2: Planning Factors Considered in the Planning Process
Planning Factors
1

Support the economic vitality of the United States, the States, and metropolitan areas, especially by
enabling global competitiveness, productivity, and efficiency.

2

Increase the safety of the transportation system for motorized and non- motorized users.

3

Increase the security of the transportation system for motorized and non- motorized users.

4

Increase the accessibility and mobility options available to people and for freight.

5

Protect and enhance the environment, promote energy conservation, and improve quality of life

6

Enhance the integration and connectivity of the transportation system, across and between modes
throughout the State, for people and freight.

7

Promote efficient system management and operation.

8

Emphasize the preservation of the existing transportation system.

9

Improve resiliency and reliability of the transportation systems and reduce or mitigate stormwater impacts
of surface transportation.
Enhance travel and tourism.

10
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Public Review/Title VI

For the development of this UPWP, the MPO meetings were held in a public venue. Public comment was
offered at the TPC meetings. Review copies were sent to the appropriate agencies and made available at
the Rapides Area Planning Commission and on the World Wide Web at www.rapc.info for easy public
access and information. All comments received were addressed and revisions were made where appropriate.
In general, all agency plans and programs comply with the public involvement provisions of Title VI which
states: “No persons in the United States shall, on grounds of race, color, or national origin, be excluded
from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or
activity receiving federal financial assistance.”

Level of Planning Effort

The task projects outlined in this UPWP respond to the Alexandria/Pineville Urbanized Area’s need for
transportation planning services that provide continuing, cooperative and comprehensive planning services.
The various UPWP tasks provide planning for all modes of travel: land, air, sea and space. The objectives
of the various local government comprehensive plans are considered and incorporated into the overall
transportation system. Work products will be produced not only by MPO staff but through consultant
services as needed and support from the Parish, local governments, DOTD, FHWA, FTA and other
agencies.

Air Quality Planning

Because of the rural nature of the MPO Study Area and our region, the Alexandria/Pineville Urbanized
Area is currently excluded from ozone standards attainment. However, the MPO will like to participate in
the EPA Ozone Advance Program to preserve or improve the air quality in the urbanized area ensuring
continued healthy ozone levels maintained within the ozone NAAQS. The participation may help avoid
violations of the ozone NAAQS that may lead to potential non-attainment designation in the future. Mostly,
the efforts/measures will focus on public awareness of the ground level ozone as an air pollutant while
targeting limited resources towards actions to address any ozone concerns in the immediate future. The
MPO will work with all stakeholders and the public to proactively pursue our air quality planning efforts.

Planning Emphasis Areas
On April 23, 2015, FHWA/FTA jointly issued Planning Emphasis Areas (PEAs) to MPO’s and State
DOT’s. The purpose was to identify and develop work tasks associated with PEAs within the MPO’s UPWP
for FY 2015 and consequent FY’s.
The FY 2019-2020 UPWP responds to them as follows:
• MAP-21 Implementation: based on INVEST tool assessment conducted on the current MTP 2030,
a SMART performance-measures based approach will be incorporated into the next MTP 2040.
• Models of Regional Planning Cooperation: the Central Louisiana Highway Safety Coalition is one
such model supported by sub-task C5 – Regional Safety Activities and under sub-task B-2 EPA
Advance Ozone Program.
• Ladders of Opportunity: addressing gaps in accessibility and connectivity throughout the
metropolitan area supported by sub-task C4 – Special Studies namely, Beltway Study,
Bike/Pedestrian Plan and Travel Demand Management. All subsequent MTP’s after the 2011
update will incorporate Environmental Justice/Title VI transportation access mapping; a Freight
profile/ baseline for the UZA; pavement management system as well as Stormwater mitigation and
tourism aspects.
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ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
A. PARTICIPANTS
Transportation Policy Committee (TPC): The MPO Transportation Policy Committee is comprised
of representatives of the local affected governments who are elected officials, the Louisiana Department
of Transportation and Development, Federal Transit Administration, and the Federal Highway
Administration. This Committee serves as the policy decision-making board governing all aspects of the
planning process, transportation plans and projects, and policy actions of the MPO. Membership of this
committee is governed by agreement between the affected local governments and the Governor of
Louisiana and is reviewed periodically to ensure adequate representation of all parties. Under 23 CFR
450.310 (d) (k), MPOs are not limited in membership and encourage expansion.
Members consist of a 11-member voting and 2 non-voting body with representation as follows:
City of Alexandria (3)
City of Pineville (2)
Town of Ball (1)
Rapides Parish Police Jury (2)
DOTD District Office No.08 (1)
Central Louisiana Regional Port (1)
England Airpark (1)
Non-Voting
FHWA Louisiana Regional Representative (1)
FTA Region VI Representative (1)
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC): The MPO Technical Advisory Committee is comprised of
local and state technical and professional personnel knowledgeable in the transportation field. This
committee is responsible for providing guidance and recommendations to the Transportation Policy
Committee on transportation plans, programs, and projects.
The TAC is a multi-jurisdictional body with representatives from the following:
City of Alexandria Engineering and Planning
City of Pineville Engineering
Town of Ball Engineering
Rapides Parish Public Works
DOTD District Office No.08
ATRANS
Rapides Area Planning Commission
DOTD State Planning Section
FHWA Louisiana Regional Representative
FTA Region VI Representative
All TAC and TPC meetings will be on a as needed basis with a minimum of one meeting organized each
quarter.
Human Services Coordination Plan Committee (HSCPC): Currently the Human Services
Coordination Plan Committee, also known as the Central Louisiana Coordinated Transportation
Coalition (CLCTC), meets quarterly and sometimes more frequently guided by the steering committee,
which consists of human services representatives from our region. The regular meetings are well
attended thanks to recent support from LA-DOTD and their attendance and input.
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Rapides Area Planning Commission (RAPC)
Serving as the Metropolitan Planning Organization for the Alexandria/Pineville Urbanized Area
(MPO)

ORGANIZATION CHART

RAPC Board of Commissioners

Matt Johns, AICP

ORGANIZATION CHART

Executive Director

Heidi Murrell
Executive Assistant

Melissa Becker, CFM

Kenny Andrews, CBO,
MCP

Jonathan Bolen

Jamie Wallace

Assistant Director, Floodplain Manager

Chief Building Official

Transportation Director

GIS/IT Administrator

Britni Culbert, CPT

Kathy Powell

Chris Wiley, CBO
Rick Harper, CBO

Britaney Bayonne

Office Manager

Permit Technicians

Jean Paul Pellerin, CBO
Robert Guimbellot, CBO

Kimberly Boyd

Jessica Johnson

Dennis Stewart, CBO

Hazard Mitigation Planner

Receptionist/Asst. Permit Tech

Certified Building Officials

Nick Blackstone

Destiny Kunefke

Blake Powell

Vacant

Transportation Planner

Highway Safety Planner

GIS/IT Technician

IT Specialist

Vacant
Planning Intern

Development

Building Code Enforcement

Transportation Planning

Geographic Information Systems & Information Technology
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Vacant

Vacant

Planning Interns

Planning Intern

TABLE 3: Staff Support Services
MPO Staff – Support Services for Administration of the MPO
Transportation Planning
Coordination In Human Services Transit Planning
• MPO Administration
• Public Involvement
• Long Range Transportation Plan
• Committee Coordination
• Transportation Improvement Program
• Congestion Management
• GIS/Mapping
• Public Involvement
• Safe Routes To School Program Assistance
• Committees Coordination
Finance and Administration
• Unified Planning Work Program
• Contract Administration
• Office Administration
• Web Design
• Newsletters/Annual Reports
• Public Involvement

Office/Clerk Services
• Meeting Agenda’s and Minutes
• Committees Coordination
• Public Involvement
• File Management
• Mailings/Database Management

B. AGREEMENTS
Planning and funding assistance is provided by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) and the Louisiana Department of Transportation and
Development (DOTD). The RAPC Board of Directors provides local matching funds. The MPO has
executed agreements with state and local government and agencies to promote a comprehensive,
continuous, coordinated planning process. Contracts have been authorized by the MPO to provide
services in support of MPO operations.
C. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES AND BYLAWS
RAPC was created by Executive Order of the Governor of the State of Louisiana in 1972. This
organization provides GIS development, floodplain management, and other planning services to member
governments within Rapides Parish. RAPC also provides building code enforcement for six parishes of
central Louisiana and over 30 municipalities within those parishes. RAPC was also designated by the
Governor as the Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for the urbanized area of Rapides Parish,
including the cities of Alexandria and Pineville, and the Town of Ball. This document references this
sub-area of the Commission and describes the planning tasks associated with the transportation system
in the urban area only.
The adopted MPO by-laws are available to the public upon request via email to Kathy Powell
kathy@rapc.info.
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TABLE 4: UPWP Task Matrix (FAST Act Planning Factors)
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Update residential and commercial development by zone statistics utilizing the building permit
tracking system.
WORK PRODUCT:
An updated twenty-year transportation plan along with an updated TIP and long-range horizon
year plan. Also, updated various NHS, network, traffic zone, urban area, metropolitan area and
study area maps as needed.
Digital data products that will support the transportation planning process in an efficient and timely
manner.
SCHEDULE:
This task will be completed incrementally throughout the entire FY 2021-2022.
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Unified Planning Work Program.
The Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development will provide input to the annual
report, where appropriate, taken from the current work program and review mock-up of the final
report prepared by RAPC prior to publication.
WORK PRODUCT:
A Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), which meets the short- term goals of the local
area, is financially constrained, conforms to air quality regulations, and is supported by a broad
public participation process. The TIP will also include an updated Annual List of Obligated
Projects (ALOP).
Public participation plan that not only meets federal and state requirement, but also encourages
maximum public input.
An annual report reflecting the current status of the transportation plan.
SCHEDULE:
This task will be completed incrementally throughout the entire FY 2021-2022.
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LaDOTD's responsibilities in the overall management of the transportation program include:
(a) provide assistance and guidance to RAPC staff in the development of individual work
tasks,
(b) administer the PL contract with RAPC,
(c) represent the Department at Technical and Policy Committee meeting,
(d) meet with other local, state, and federal representatives to assure effective
implementation of the program, and
(e) accomplish the necessary typing, filing, and general secretarial work required to assure
effective administration.
Transportation Performance Management (TPM) & Performance Based Planning and
Programming (PBPP)
As per federal guidelines:
• Participate in various workshops, seminars and webinars to familiarize about the FHWA
PBPP requirements.
• Coordinate with LADOTD regarding the target setting process for congestion, pavements,
bridges, transit and safety (PM1, PM2 and PM3)
• Research best practices for monitoring and communicating about the performance targets.
WORK PRODUCT:
An efficient and effectively implemented Unified Work Program which meets the requirements
of federal law 23 CFR 450.308 and 23 CFR 420.111, and other applicable transportation
planning and environmental regulations. As required, quarterly reports are submitted to FHWA.
Maintenance of the FTA portion of the FY 2021 - 2022 UPWP.
Transportation Performance Management (TPM) & Performance Based Planning and
Programming (PBPP)
RAPC will:
• Coordinate with LADOTD to develop/maintain the MPO targets for congestion,
pavements, bridges, transit and safety (by February following year).
• Develop a process to monitor/measure the progress towards performance targets.
• Provide a graphical dashboard showing all the metrics and communicate the results to
TAC, TPC, transportation stakeholders, and the general public.
• Adopt Resolution supporting TPC approval on various PMs and providing Cover Letter
and Resolution to LADOTD personnel.
SCHEDULE:
This task will be completed incrementally throughout the entire FY 2021-2022.
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REGIONAL TRANSIT AUTHORITY FEASIBILITY STUDY

PURPOSE:
To conduct an in-depth regional transit feasibility study with the primary goal of improving the quality
of life and mobility options for Central Louisiana area residents by providing transit services to fulfill
their daily commuting needs and to provide transit services for residents to meet medical, educational,
shopping, recreational, and emergency travel needs. The study will also determine whether the new
regional transit service would serve within an umbrella/consolidated agency, or as mobility coordinator
providing infill transit service addressing regional mobility gaps.

PREVIOUS WORK:
None.
METHODOLOGY:
RAPC, will carry out the Phase 1 (Feasibility Study) component in this FY with the following tasks:
Task 1: Site Analysis
Refine Work Plan
Assess Current and Future Conditions
Task 2: Feasibility Review
Develop Phased Region 6 Transit Service Profile
Identify Funding Opportunities
Public Outreach and Involvement
Develop Feasibility Review Report

WORK PRODUCT:
Development of Phase 1 of the Regional Transit Authority Feasibility Study
SCHEDULE:
This task will be completed incrementally throughout the entire FY 2020-2021.
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UPWP TASK
NUMBER: C-4
TASK TITLE:
SPECIAL
STUDIES
a) Travel Demand
Mgmt.
b) MPA
Stormwater Study
c) EDC STIC
Funding Program
d) Rock Island
Greenway Trail (S)

FUNDING SOURCES:
FY 2021 - 2022
LADOTD

$0

FHWA-PL

$0

Federal
a) STPBG<200K

$100,000

b) STPBG<200K
c) DEMO (STIC)
d) SPR
RAPC Match

$200,000
$8,000
$4,000
a) $0 + b) $57,667 + c) $2,000 + d) $800

TOTAL

$357,667

RESPONSIBLE
AGENCY:

RAPC

TRAVEL DEMAND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

PURPOSE:
TDM is a regional strategy to improve transportation system performance with focus on the demand
side of transportation operations. The purpose of TDM is to ease traffic congestion in existing
roadways within Alexandria-Pineville MPO’s urbanized area. This Program will focus on influencing
individual travel behavior to reduce actual travel demand particularly through alternative options such
as Vanpooling and Carpooling. As a key strategy, TSM can reduce highway congestion, and traveler
delay; improve air quality; and enhance access to jobs, schools and other opportunities. Travel Demand
Management project is included in UPWP this year.

PREVIOUS WORK:
Travel Demand Management 2010-2011; 2014-2015; 2016-2017; 2017-2018; 2018-2019; and 20192020.

METHODOLOGY:
Travel Demand Management project is included in UPWP this year. TDM project will utilize ITS
technology to manage traffic demand and reduce congestion. The overall program is split into the
following tasks:

Public Awareness
RAPC has been working with various local public and non-profit organizations, as well as
transit agencies. At this phase, RAPC will continue distributing information and promotional
materials to these organizations. RAPC will work closely with the representatives of these
groups to promote alternative travel modes.
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Employer Trip Reduction Program
RAPC will continue to solicit TDM ETR program participation from major employers in the
urbanized area. Staff will rekindle consultations with multiple employers based on their
employee size and their administrations’ willingness to participate, desired partnership level, as
well as input from the Metropolitan Planning Organization.
Implementation
RAPC will work with program partners to promote various alternative travel options and their
benefits to employees and the public. Promotional materials will be prepared for the educational
purposes. Travel options include, but not limit to, the following:
1. Employer Trip Reduction Program – Telework, Flex Scheduling, Compressed Work Week
2. Traditional Rideshare – Carpooling & Vanpooling
3. Transportation Network Companies – To be determined
4. Active Transportation – Biking & Walking
5. Transit
6. Travel Information Services
Monitoring and Evaluation
WORK PRODUCT:
The TDM program will include:
a) Listing of top employers within the region
b) Promotional Materials on the virtues of TDM
c) Employee Survey Format
d) Traffic Count Summary Report
e) TDM Resource Webpage

SCHEDULE:
This task will be completed incrementally throughout the entire FY 2021-2022.
MPA STORMWATER STUDY
PURPOSE:
RAPC is proposing to integrate stormwater mitigation/ flood prevention into land use and
transportation planning. This study will effectively identify those roadways most vulnerable to water
related natural disasters such as flooding based on disaster information from the past decade. The most
recent federal transportation legislation, the FAST Act, expands the scope of consideration of the
metropolitan planning process to include a) transportation system resiliency and reliability; b) reducing
(or mitigating) the stormwater impacts of surface transportation. RAPC aims to uphold the MTP 2040
goal of system preservation and maintenance through storm water mitigation and transportation
resiliency. CenLA is prone to flooding owing to large tracts of land cover under National Forests, flood
plains and watersheds of Red River. CenLA receives average rainfall of 60 inches, almost double of
the national average of 39 inches. Additionally, the study aims to identify key strategies to alleviate
roadway flooding (e.g. mitigating stormwater runoff through adopting the use of more porous roadway
pavement); identify and list funding sources specific to stormwater management for future project
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development and implementation; and develop a hydrologic and hydraulic modeling tool to aid in
better investment decisions and incident preparedness and to assist in incorporating stormwater
mitigation as a key selection criterion into the TIP project prioritization.
PREVIOUS WORK:
None.
METHODOLOGY:
In the past decade, there is a marked increase in natural disasters throughout the country and more so
pertaining to large scale water related disasters such as flooding relevant to CenLa. As recently as
February 2016 and March 2017, the A/P MPO urbanized area was hit with multiple days of flooding
owing to excessive rainfall and hurricane aftermath showers leading to many roadway closures.
Additionally, the most recent update to the long-range transportation plan MTP 2040, as well as the
recently completed Rapides Parish Resiliency Plan, effectively show the need to improve stormwater
mitigation, protecting roadway networks in the process. Impervious surfaces such as roads, parking
lots, drive-ways, and rooftops do not allow infiltration of stormwater into the ground and have
increased stormwater runoff. The increase in stormwater runoff causes obvious flooding and washouts
to our roadway network, while the pollutants the runoff picks up from the impervious surfaces, cause
major problems for our waterways.
Specifically, the proposed goals are:
• Identify disaster prone vulnerable transportation infrastructure including roadways, port, airport
etc.
• Develop a hydrologic and hydraulic model to accurately depict stormwater activity and identify
methods to mitigate roadway flooding
• Reduce roadway closures and ease traffic flow by adopting stormwater mitigation-based
strategies and promoting mitigation-based projects
• Prioritize TIP projects using stormwater vulnerability as a selection criterion for prioritization
• Summarize a listing of current best practices in stormwater mitigation and identify
federal/state/private funding sources for identified projects
The overall program is split into the following tasks:
• Task 1: Existing Conditions Report
The first and foremost step of is to develop a Geographic Information System (GIS) database
for existing conditions of identified areas prone to water related disasters. The database
should include but not be limited to the following information:
• Roadway Pavement Conditions (Fugro)
• Floodplain and Watershed Maps
• Rainfall and stormwater capacity (isobars)
• Population statistics affected by water incidents
• Inundated risk prone areas in the past disasters (5 years)
• Task 2: Background Research, Previously Planned & Funded Improvements to the System
• Compile a list of previous and on-going projects for the corridors and/or watersheds
prone to water disasters and integrate analysis from task 1 to deliver a comprehensive
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knowledge base for the entire planning area, covering historical trends and existing
situations; as well as identifying hot-spot issues and targets.
• Compile a list of current best practices for stormwater mitigation in relation to
transportation infrastructure.
• Task 3: Identification of Stakeholders, Needs Assessment, and Public Outreach
RAPC will actively reach out to stakeholder and potential partners to better understand and guide
this effort, including but not limited to:
• Elected officials (City)
• Parish and city employees
o Planning and engineering
o Public Works
• Interested citizens and grassroots organizations
• DOTD, FHWA, FEMA
• Task 4: Hydrologic and Hydraulic Model Development
Hydraulic/Hydrology modeling for the A/P MPO UZA is quintessential for understanding the
existing water run-off as well as forecasting run-off based from anticipated development.
RAPC plans to hire a consultant to assist in the development of the model and the selection of
appropriate software/hardware as well as to provide more detailed data from many field
surveys. Model aspects will include but not be limited to:
• Accurate, up-to-date LIDAR data
• Existing Hydrology
• Natural and Man-made drainage infrastructure not previously captured
• Data from Field Surveys
• Drainage barriers
• Task 5: Draft and Final Report
Based on background research and analysis of existing conditions as well as future stormwater
related forecasts, RAPC will conduct model runs of stakeholder and public recommended
improvements to develop a list of recommended stormwater mitigation-based projects to
alleviate and improve transportation resiliency. The report will also document a process to
incorporate stormwater mitigation into TIP project development and prioritization especially
in relation to pavement management and preservation. The plan will have special emphasis in
adhering to the FAST Act guidelines pertaining to stormwater mitigation and transportation
resiliency. RAPC will follow protocol in accepting the draft and final report through
Transportation Advisory Committee and the Transportation Policy Committee after duly
adhering to public input via public meetings.

WORK PRODUCT:
The study will include:
a) Final Report
b) Hydrologic and Hydraulic Model

SCHEDULE:
This task will be completed incrementally throughout the entire FY 2021-2022.
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ROCK ISLAND GREENWAY (SOUTH)

PURPOSE:
The MPO is proposing to conduct a feasibility study for the initiation of the Rock Island Greenway
southern terminus. The greenway is a railway to bike path conversion project that began in Ruston,
Louisiana and is planned to follow the former Rock Island rail line from El Dorado, AR to Alexandria,
LA. While portions of the northern sections are currently constructed and in use by bike/ped users, the
southern end needs to be initiated. The MPO intends to provide research and analysis in order to
determine the Rock Island routing through the Planning Area (~12 miles), determine the status of the
line within our boundary, determine current Right-of-Way ownership and restrictions, then conduct
stakeholder and public meetings to develop a plan for the southern section of the Rock Island Greenway
within our Planning Area boundary.

PREVIOUS WORK:
None.
METHODOLOGY:
RAPC will carry out the following tasks in order to finalize a report/plan for the development of the
greenway:
• Task 1: Existing Conditions Report
Research to determine the local route, tie-in with overall project, ROW ownership and
restrictions, and status of the Rock Island Rail line. Develop relevant GIS and produce maps
for use in public meetings.
• Task 2: Stakeholder and Public Meetings.
Present findings to local stakeholders and to public for input on recommendations of
trailheads and routing designs. Utilize MetroQuest tool (~$10k) for online survey. Present
plan following its development for stakeholder and public review.
• Task 3: Plan Development
Using reports and input from Tasks 1 and 2, develop recommendation of routing, surface
type, trailhead locations, funding options, and prioritization.
• Task 4: Final Report
MPO adoption following stakeholder and public review and TAC recommendation.

WORK PRODUCT:
The study will include:
a) Final Report
b) Implementable Project Listing and Prioritization

SCHEDULE:
This task will be completed incrementally throughout the entire FY 2021-2022.
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EDIC STIC INCENTIVE FUNDING PROGRAM

PURPOSE:
The AP-MPO will develop the Community Mapping Survey Tool (CMST) integration methodology
and outreach methodology for virtual public involvement. The traditional online survey tool will be
augmented using a GIS-based mapping tool to specify and visualize non-survey data including but not
limited to, flooded areas, public and highway safety issues and desired pedestrian/bike paths or transit
routes. The CMST will offer a visual representation of community knowledge supported by survey
responses. The project will be delivered in two phases, the first of which is the basis of the STIC
funding request for this year.
Phase I:
A. Develop GIS Integration Methodology
B. Develop Outreach Methodology
C. Test Methodologies with upcoming MTP Update and other appropriate
planning projects

PREVIOUS WORK:
None.

METHODOLOGY:
GIS Integration: While the ESRI platform has nearly infinite capabilities and functionality in assisting
planning initiatives, one area for Louisiana MPOs that has been lacking is public involvement using
virtual tools with mapped data feedback. This integration with online and kiosk-based survey tools
can encourage increased and more robust participation as well as provide key geographic information
systems data for use by planners. RAPC staff will develop the methodology for integration with the
survey tool as well as the methodology for collecting and consolidating the data inputs from the GIS
section of the survey.
AP-MPO planning projects, such as the Metropolitan Transportation Plan update, will pilot CMST
using online and tablet-based platforms. Both pilot survey platforms would be evaluated by measuring
response rate, completion rate, and percent of population groups responses.
•

Platform 1: The online survey platform will be formatted for use on desktop and mobile devices,
such as smartphones, tablets and laptops. Social media, traditional media and email invites
will be used to encourage responses for each of the previously specified planning projects.

•

Platform 2: The tablet-based platform will be housed in kiosks located at high-traffic public
locations throughout the UZA.

The following planning projects are intended to pilot the new tool and methodologies:
• MPA Watershed Model & Study
• Alexandria-Pineville MPO Long Range Transportation Plan
• Alexandria Transit (ATRANS Operation & Asset Study)
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Assist jurisdictions in seeking out opportunities to improve the safety of local and state roadways.
Develop performance measures in accordance with MAP-21/FAST Act/future legislations and
document implementation progress on a regular basis.

WORK PRODUCT:
Obtaining and sustaining a grant through LHSC Safe Communities Program and LADOTD’s Strategic
Highway Safety Plan (SHSP) in order to support the implementation of CHSC’s Action Plans for each
of the Emphasis Areas and Local Road Safety Plans for each of the eight Parishes.
Reporting of established performance measures annually.
Providing a guide/policy for local agencies to obtain relevant grants to support the safety programs in
their community.
Increasing coalition membership, expanding advocacy-marketing-education efforts, and implementing
region wide safety initiatives.
The overall regional safety program will include:
• Task 1: Plan Development, Implementation and Evaluation
Develop and sustain a data driven Action Plan utilizing the 4E Approach including safety
performance measures target setting.
• Task 2: Local Road Safety Program, Safe Routes to School, and Safe Routes to Public
Places Project Implementation
Project identification using various data sources; site visits; identify preferred low-cost
safety countermeasures; develop project prioritization; identify funding sources; and
prepare Parish Safety Plans (Two Parish level Plans each year)
• Task 3: GIS and Data Management
Data analysis of crash data and traffic counts using GIS
• Task 4: Partnerships and Advocacy
Develop partnerships with key stakeholders
• Task 5: Marketing and Education
Continuously maintain and update presence in various social media platforms disseminating
safety related information
• Task 6: Meetings and Conferences
Participate and attend various meetings, webinars, conferences, workshops etc.
• Task 7: Road Safety Assessments (RSA)
Coordinate with core regional team for conducting RSA’s with local member entities
• Task 8: Administrative
Prepare and submit monthly progress reports
• Task 9: Prepare two Parish Safety Plans every FY.

RAPC intends to develop Parish-wide Local Road Safety Plans for two Parishes every year.
SCHEDULE:
The Safety Coalition activities are continuous in line with the State’s Destination Zero Deaths
vision. This task operates in a continuing grant cycle.
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TABLE 5: UPWP Summary of Funding Sources
Unified Planning Work Program

FY 2021 - 2022
Funding Split
Fund Type
(Fed/Loc)

Services

Info. &
Monitorin
g

TASKS

Federal Funds
(STP/STPFlex/XPL**/Others)

FHWA PL
Funds

RAPC Local
Match

FTA Sec.
RAPC Local
5303 / 5311
Match

ALL
Total Federal Total Local
Grand Total
Funds
Match

A-1

Traffic & Dev. Monitoring

PL

80/20

$0

$74,208

$18,552

$8,020

$1,848

$82,229

$20,400

$102,629

A-2

Reappraisal & GIS

PL

80/20

$0

$37,104

$9,277

$0

$0

$37,104

$9,277

$46,381

B-1

LADOTD Services

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

B-2

MPO Services

PL

80/20

$0

$33,200

$8,300

$15,639

$3,604

$48,838

$11,903

$60,742

B-2A

MTP 2045

STPBG<200k,
SPR

80/10/10
(fed/state/local)

$123,111

$0

$15,389
(local) +
$15,389
(LADOTD)

$0

$0

$123,111

$30,778

$153,889

C-1

Annual Reports & Public Docs.

PL

80/20

$0

$11,716

$2,929

$4,812

$1,108

$16,528

$4,037

$20,565

C-2

FHWA Activities

PL

80/20

$0

$39,058

$9,764

$0

$0

$39,058

$9,764

$48,822

FTA/Transit Activities

5303

100/0; 80/20

$15,000

$0

$0

$11,629

$2,680

$26,629

$2,680

$29,310

Regional Transity Authority
Feasibility Study

5303/5311

80/20

$0

$0

$0

$124,500

$31,125

$124,500

$31,125

$155,625

Travel demand
Management

STPBG<200K

100/0

$100,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$100,000

$0

$100,000

MPA Stormwater Study

X-PL**,
STPBG<200K

80/20

$200,000

$0

$40,000

$0

$0

$200,000

$40,000

$240,000

EDC STIC Incentive
Funding

STIC (DEMO)

80/20

$8,000

$0

$2,000

$0

$0

$8,000

$2,000

$10,000

Rock Island Greenway
(South)

SPR

80/20

$3,200

$0

$800

$0

$0

$3,200

$800

$4,000

Regional SHSP
Implementation

Sec 154/164

100/0

$150,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$150,000

$0

$150,000

$599,311

$195,286

$91,622

$164,600

$40,365

$959,197

$162,765

$1,121,962

C-3

Administration

FUNDING SOURCES
TRANSIT

HIGHWAYS

C-4

C-5

Regional
Safety
Activities
TOTAL

** X-PL stands for excess PL funds which are unobligated by all MPO for each FY
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APPENDIX B
MPO Future Activities
Parish Safety Plan:
RAPC will continue to work with local and state stakeholders of the Central Louisiana Highway Safety
Coalition (CHSC) and Emphasis Area Sub-committees to update the Action Plans regularly. Staff at
RAPC intends to develop two Parish Safety Plans a year for the next five years.
Long Range Transportation Plan: The Long-Range Transportation Plan was completed in the fall
of 2016 with the next update to be initiated in FY 2019-2020. Our transportation staff will continue to
use the study information and transportation model in the development of our new Transportation
Improvement Program, Beltway Study, as well as other projects, programs and studies.
Human Services Coordination Planning Efforts: Under the current plan of action for the HSCP,
RAPC will continue the data collection (Phase I) for the program while implementing parts of Phase
II-GIS Integration. Since we now have a steering committee made up of human services representatives
from our region, the MPO will continue to hold quarterly meetings with the CLCTC committee to
facilitate a coordinated effort between the service providers. We also expect to add at least one intern
to be committed primarily to this project in order to speed up the process and move into GIS integration
and solution formations.
Other Possible Projects: Bluetooth Device Deployment; Storm Water Mitigation; Community
Sustainability Network; Regional Transit Plan; ATRANS Urban Transit Service Planning;
Downtown Parking Study; Bridge Management Plan; Intersection Data Capture Study etc.
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APPENDIX C
Public Comment
A public notice was issued for the public comment period starting May 28 thru June 14, 2021. No public
comments were received by RAPC.
Traditionally, copies of the Draft Unified Planning Work Program FY 2021 – 2022 document would be
distributed to the following ten locations as prescribed by the Public Participation Plan (P3):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ball Town Hall: 100 Municipal Lane, Ball, LA 71405
Pineville City Hall: 910 Main St., Pineville, LA 71360
City of Alexandria Engineering Department: 625 Murray St., Alexandria, LA 71301
Rapides Parish Police Jury: 701 Murray St., Alexandria, LA 71301
Rapides Parish Public Library (King): 1115 Broadway Avenue, Alexandria, LA 71302
Rapides Parish Public Library (Libuse): 6375 Hwy. 28 E., Pineville, LA 71360
Rapides Parish Public Library (Main): 411 Washington St., Alexandria, LA 71301
Rapides Parish Public Library (Martin): 801 W. Shamrock St., Pineville, LA 71360
Rapides Parish Public Library (Robertson): 809 Tioga High School Road, Ball, LA 71405
Rapides Parish Public Library (Westside): 5416 Provine Place, Alexandria, LA 71303

Due to COVID-19, many locations remained closed to the public or limited public access. As a
result, the draft document was placed online on RAPC’s website for public review and comment.

APPENDIX D
Title VI Notice
Rapides Area Planning Commission (RAPC) and its operating agencies including the Alexandria/Pineville
Metropolitan Planning Organization (APMPO) and Kisatchie-Delta Regional Code Compliance Office
(KDRCCO) fully comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and related statutes, executive
orders, and regulations in programs and activities. RAPC operates without regard to race, color, national
origin, income, gender, age, and disability. Any person who believes him/herself or any specific class of
persons, to be subjected to discrimination prohibited by Title VI may by him/herself or by representative
file a written complaint with the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development (LADOTD).
LADOTD’s Title VI Program Manager, Katherine Copeland may be reached via phone at 225-379-1923.
A complaint must be filed no later than 180 days after the date of the alleged discrimination.
Rapides Area Planning Commission (RAPC) and its operating agencies hold meetings, which are conducted
in accessible locations and materials can be provided in accessible formats and in languages other than
English. If you would like accessibility or language accommodation, please contact RAPC Title VI
Coordinator Kathy Powell 318-487-5401 (voice), 318-487-5406 (fax). If you wish to attend a RAPC or
APMPO function and require special accommodations, please give RAPC at least 72 hours’ notice in
advance.
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